Abstract-This paper introduces a method for bandpass cancellation of the quantization noise occurring in high efficiency, envelope pulsed transmitter architectures-or carrier bursting. An equivalent complex baseband model of the proposed system, including the 61-modulator and cancellation signal generation, is developed. Analysis of the baseband model is performed, leading to analytical expressions of the power amplifier drain efficiency, assuming the use of an ideal class B power amplifier. These expressions are further used to study the impact of key system parameters, i.e. the compensation signal variance and clipping probability, on the class B power amplifier drain efficiency and signal-to-noise ratio. The paper concludes with simulations followed by practical measurements in order to validate the functionality of the method and to evaluate the performance-trend predictions made by the theoretical framework in terms of efficiency and spectral purity.
. These methods can, however, be quite bulky and adds to the complexity of the system in terms of additional hardware.
Other promising techniques use 1-bit quantization schemes of different forms. These types of schemes map the amplitude and phase information of the signal on to certain characteristics of an input signal pulse-train, such as pulse-width, -position or -density (PWM, PPM, PDM), [4] . By applying this type of modulation, the power amplifier only operates in its two most efficient regions-deep saturation or completely off. The methods are usually applied by either directly encoding the modulated RF signal [5] , or by encoding the baseband signal before converting to RF [6] . One very common method is the bandpass -modulation scheme [7] , which has been proposed for use in all-digital RF transmitter concepts quite widely [8] [9] [10] [11] . Here, the modulated RF carrier itself is encoded using a -modulation with a bandpass noise-transfer function (NTF), commonly centered around an integer fraction of the pulse-rate, , in which the RF carrier is placed. A very interesting relation between the modulator coding efficiency and the said fraction between carrier frequency and has been extensively investigated in [12] . The drawback to this method is however the exceedingly large pulse-rate needed.
The method which we will focus on in this paper, however, is commonly referred to as carrier bursting due to the fact that the PA is effectively driven by short bursts of phase-modulated RF-carrier. Such transmitters has been published in a quite large extent, in for example [13] [14] [15] [16] . A major drawback with all 1-bit modulation schemes is, however, the large amount of distortion inflicted by the quantization process.
In order to recover the modulated signal before transmission, a filter for signal reconstruction is required as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . To keep the pulse-rate low and the intrinsic switchlosses to a minimum, narrowband filters are needed for reconstruction, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) . Narrowband filters at microwave frequencies tend to suffer from large insertion loss [17] , which in turn will have a negative impact on the power efficiency.
Several promising techniques have been proposed over the years to remedy the need for narrowband filters. One suggested method uses a feed forward technique [18] , a technique commonly used for cancellation of amplifier non-linearities. However, this technique has significant drawbacks due to increased size, cost and complexity in terms of the additional hardware needed for the error-amplifier and time-delay synchronization.
A different approach is to use so called digitally segmented amplifiers [19] , where parallel amplifiers are working in a -weighted formation. In this scheme, each amplifier is weighted according to its binary position in the ladder. This 1549-8328/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE high power, multi-bit digital-to-analogue converter (DAC) approach, in combination with certain shaping of the pulses, provides a good suppression of the residual quantization distortion. But, as in the previous case, this comes at the cost of a large increase of complexity in terms of the amplifiers needed.
A more common method for suppressing the quantization distortion, which is particularly used in oversampled PDM-modulators, is a method referred to as Noise-Shaped Coding (NSC) [20] or Noise-shaping. Here, the encoded signal is mapped on to the characteristics of the pulse-train in a manner for which a majority of the quantization distortion is placed in the stop-band regions of the reconstruction filter. The most common method of implementing NSC is the so called -modulator [21] , where the NSC-properties are determined by the loop-filters of the structure. NSC is known to improve the error performance of the reconstructed signal for sufficiently large oversampling ratio, which leaves the switch losses an issue remaining to be solved. This paper presents a simplified pre-compensation based technique, introducing a trade-off where limited amplitude variations are superimposed on the input signal pulses in order to cancel out selected parts of the quantization distortion spectrum, see Fig. 2(a) . This enables the use of a relatively wideband reconstruction filter which will, under the assumption that the power in the resuming part of the quantization noise spectrum can be filtered out in an efficient manner, potentially enable high efficiency operation. Methods for efficient signal reconstruction has been suggested in for example [17] , [22] .
This method was first introduced in [23] , but is presented in more detail here. The trade-off between cancellation signal bandwidth , switching frequency, and efficiency is investigated theoretically and verified with experimental results using an existing high efficiency 3.5 GHz GaN class power amplifier [24] . A new trade-off which is also introduced here, is that of limiting the range of the amplitude variations by means of clipping, which is known to cause spectral regrowth [25] . Thus, a model-based approach to predict the level of clipping distortion is developed and evaluated.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a detailed description of the suggested method is given, followed by a short mathematical analysis of the compensation mechanism. An analytical drain-efficiency model is derived for the case of an ideal class B amplifier in Section III. Section IV demonstrates the concept by simulations and measurements. Throughout this paper, the method is derived for, and demonstrated on, a carrier bursting system [6] . However, the method can with little effort be used in other types of pulsed transmitter architectures. Generalizations of the theoretical framework toward a larger class of pulsed transmitter architectures is exemplified in Section V.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
In order to achieve the quantization noise suppression as illustrated in Fig. 2(a) , a method of calculating and applying a cancellation component is needed. The method proposed in [23] and described in detail here is based on allowing a band-and variance-limited component, derived based on knowledge of the quantization error, to be superimposed on to the pulse-train. Thus, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b) , the amplifier is operated over regions of output power which are still very efficient, instead of exclusively operating at deep saturation and in cut-off, as in regular carrier bursting. By proper design of the cancellation signal, a spectrum clear of quantization noise over a certain bandwidth around the carrier can be created.
As a result of the suggested cancellation, an increase of fractional bandwidth of the necessary reconstruction filter can be facilitated for any given pulse-rate. This comes at the cost of a slight increase of dissipated power due to the suggested amplitude variations, while potentially reducing the insertion loss of the reconstruction filter. Thus, through the proposed method, the designer is given an additional degree of freedom in trading off reconstruction filter insertion loss and the intrinsic dissipated losses, while keeping the pulse-rate at a minimum to avoid unnecessary switching losses.
The suggested method of cancellation is here shown when implemented with a carrier bursting system, see Fig. 3 . The figure includes a linear phase FIR-filter, , which determines the compensation bandwidth, denoted in Fig. 2(a) . If the passband of increases, then increases accordingly which, as will be shown, results in larger amplitude variance of the cancellation signal, reducing the PA power efficiency.
A. The Carrier Bursting Part
We will now move on to provide a mathematical description of the complex equivalent baseband model as shown in Fig. 3 . The complex valued communication signal, , applied to the system can be expressed in polar form as (1) It should be noted here that needs to be sparse in frequency, i.e. that a sample-rate for which the -modulator performs appropriately is used. This sample-rate is denoted by in Fig. 3 
It should be noted here that the spectrum of the component is determined by the NSC-properties of the -modulator, thus also determining the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the quantized amplitude signal . The binary amplitude-component is now recombined with the phase-component, which gives us the new signal (3) which, as described above, has a binary envelope and includes a now phase-modulated quantization error term.
B. The Compensation Signal
In order to facilitate the use of wideband reconstruction filters, we now seek to cancel out the error term over a frequency band , as illustrated in Fig. 2(a) . For this purpose, the linear phase low pass filter is utilized. Passing through , as shown in Fig. 3 , creates the desired cancellation component , which is subtracted from the amplitude-quantized signal . For a given cancellation filter , with impulse response of length , which can be infinite, we can now calculate the cancellation component as
Without loss of generality, we can for the purpose of our analysis assume that the filter has no delay and normalized passband gain. In practice however, the delay caused by the linear phase filter needs to be compensated for by delaying the quantized signal before applying the compensation signal, , as shown in Fig. 3 . The linear phase requirement of could also be relaxed if an equalizer is introduced instead of, or in combination with, the delay compensation. This results in the following expression. (5) The new signal, which now also contains the compensation signal, can in frequency domain be written in as the sum of the original signal and the residual highpass quantization distortion term, (6) since (7) where the power spectrum terms of the signal, , the quantization error,
, and the compensation signal, , are calculated by Fourier-transforming the autocorrelation functions of , and respectively. Thus, the cutoff frequency of determines . Interesting observations can now be made by studying (3)- (6) in two extreme cases for the cancellation filter,
. It is easily shown that for the case where the bandwidth of approaches , i.e. when approaches an all-pass filter with the impulse response , we will have that (8) Thus, applying (8) to (6), we see that (9) In other words, these results show that when an all pass filter (or a constant) is used for , the modulator output signal, , is identical to the input signal. This corresponds to a regular linear mode of operation rather than a carrier bursting operation. Turning the cutoff frequency of in the other direction, e.g. for approaching zero, we will have that (10) which is to say that the system approaches the regular carrier bursting system with a binary output signal. These two extreme cases demonstrate the merging of a digital and a analogue (or discrete binary and continuous) domain in the suggested system, in which the degree of digital/analogue mixture is set on a sliding scale by the filter .
III. SYSTEM ANALYSIS
Using the system description above, we will now proceed by developing a theoretical framework for the power amplifier drain efficiency performance. This model will be used to illustrate the trade-offs between efficiency and key parameters of the proposed cancellation scheme. The model will be derived assuming an ideal class B amplifier, described in [27] , and the probability density function (PDF) of the composite signal envelope. It should be noted that the analysis is, for simplicity, idealized and performed without regarding the interaction between the PA and the reconstruction filter.
A. An Ideal Class B-Based Efficiency Framework
The average drain efficiency, , for a general modulated signal may be expressed as the average output power, , divided by the average consumed DC-power, ,
We will here consider a normalized and perfectly linear power amplifier model in which is the voltage at the power amplifier output, from which it becomes straight forward to express the RF output power in (11) as (12) Assuming an ideal, normalized class B amplifier, it then follows that the DC-power can be described as [27] (13) Using (11), (13) and (12) for an ideal class B amplifier with a normalized load [27] , the drain efficiency is now easily calculated as (14) Following the assumption of an ideal class B PA, the amplifier is assumed to be linear and represents therefore the output amplitude preceding the reconstruction filter. Thus, in order to derive a closed form expression for the drain efficiency we need to obtain knowledge of the PDF of the envelope of the composite signal, . First, the probability of each quantizer-state occurring is denoted as (15) where . Now, each outcome of , conditioned on the binary -modulator state, , are assumed to be a complex Gaussian distributions, (16) of the law of total probability [30] , we can write the PDF of as a mixture distribution (17) where , is the variance of the cancellation signal and . Two major simplifications now follows, under the assumption that is small. First, we note that collapses to a Rayleigh-distribution. Similarly, since , we can further simplify the expression by approximating with a Gaussian distribution-, [31] . One example of the Rician mixture model and the Gaussian/ Rayleigh approximation is shown in Fig. 4 . These results have been obtained with a 1 carrier W-CDMA input signal using the generalized -modulator structure presented in [32] . Finally, assuming ideal low-pass -modulation, i.e that for a fixed (18) we can make the observation that the peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) of is connected to as (19) since is, as a result of being derived from , WSS.
B. Clipping and Signal Scaling
Since the ideal normalized class B amplifier model is defined only over the amplitude domain [0,1], it will be incompatible with the mixture model , which is built up using PDFs that have infinite support. Therefore, the probability of truncating or clipping the signal when needs to be considered, since would correspond to the maximum feasible output amplitude. Further on, although said clipping of the signal results in undesirable distortion, clipping can be used to some extent for improving the power amplifier efficiency. Thus, for the ideal class B efficiency model, we need expressions for calculating the normalization constant, , for which we achieve an arbitrary desired clipping probability after the limiter, as shown in Fig. 3 . Before proceeding with the development of these expressions, some approximations can be made in order to simplify the forthcoming analysis under the assumption that is, numerically, very small due to the use of optimized NSC. Starting with , we know that the Rayleigh distribution is supported over the interval . However, we can conclude that a dominating part of the distribution is located within [0,1]. Thus, the remaining outliers above that are contributed by are numerically insignificant and can be safely discarded from the model.
And since the envelope only takes positive values, and the Gaussian distribution is supported on , we need to eliminate any contributions from the Gaussian approximation of for negative arguments, since these will not occur in reality. However, since is centered around 1, before clipping and normalization, and is assumed to be very small, we can further simplify our calculations by truncating the left tail of , since these contributions will be numerically very close to zero. The conditions stated above justifies two approximations, which can be made in order to simplify the analytical class B drain efficiency model. These are (20) and (21) for both and . The same principle can not be applied for the case of for due to its location, even for very small . For this purpose, and in the interest of keeping the power amplifier at high efficiency operation, a combined normalization and amplitude limiter is introduced as shown in Fig. 3 . This process can be implemented for any desired clipping probability by following the next few steps.
Assuming, as stated above, that is the dominant mixture component for close to 1, we can in a simplified manner define the expression for the desired clipping-probability as (22) [n]j, using a clipping probability K = 1% and BW = f =4.
where is the value of at which the desired clipping probability occurs. Solving for then gives us the normalizing constant, which is applied to . is calculated as (23) After applying the normalization, the limiter can simply clip all samples with magnitude larger than 1 in order to achieve of clipped samples. This results in the clipped signal, , described as if else.
(24) Fig. 5 shows one example of the signal envelope PDF before and after clipping with . The clipped signal envelope, , now has a slightly different PDF, described by the mixture (25) where is the indicator function if else.
and . Given that and are Rician distributions, hold the properties of a PDF with support [0,1].
C. Connecting Noise-Shaped Coding and Efficiency
In order to further illustrate the impact and importance of NSC, we need to analytically examine the compensation signal variance . From [33, p. 828, eq. 12.1.19], we see that can be written as (27) where denotes autocorrelation function of . This can then be calculated using the Wiener-Khinchin theorem and the PSD of , , as presented in (7) (28)
We can now assume that the resulting spectrum of the output quantization noise, , is determined by the NTF of the -modulator. This is written as (29) where [34] , in which for the quantizer defined in (2) . For further simplifications, we approximate by a brickwall-filter
which lets us rid the (28) of the filter-term by simply adjusting the integration interval from to . And by using the symmetry of around , we get a simplified expression for calculating as (31) One very important implication of (31) is that the amplifier operation regions, which are shown here to be dependent on , can be reduced for a given pulse-rate by deploying an optimized NSC scheme in order to selectively reduce the quantization noise energy within the frequency-band of interest, . This, in turn, results in improved power efficiency due to reduction of the dissipated power.
In order to exemplify the analysis made above, we can study a general order integrator-based low-pass -modulator with the NTF described by (32) for integer . Inserting (32) into (31) yields the expression
Using the fundamental theorem of analysis, solving the above integral yields the result (34) where and is the Gaussian hypergeometric function. Examples of from both signal record calculations and estimations using (35) for and 2, as a function of , is shown in Fig. 6 . It is plotted normalized to the quantization noise variance, , in order to illustrate that for , . For the generalized -modulator with IIR loop-filters and , [32, eq. (35) ] provides the analytical expression for the NTF. For a short notation, we define (35) which provides the expression for calculating as (36) Since the denominator is a real-valued rational function, the integration becomes a straight-forward procedure.
D. Power Efficiency Analysis
As we now have developed expressions for the envelope PDF, it is straight forward to form the expression for the average efficiency using the ideal class B amplifier model. By assembling the results from Sections III-A with III-B and (14), a final closed expression for the ideal class B drain efficiency estimate can be formed as presented in (37) , at the bottom of the page, where is the -function [35] . Since the clipped samples take the Fig. 6 . as a function of BW =f , both numerically determined and analytically modeled by (35) for modulator orders N = 1, 2. The numerical result is calculated using bandlimited complex Gaussian noise with PAPR = 9:0 dB. magnitude after normalization, they will correspond to peak efficiency of according to the ideal class B assumptions.
Using this model, we can calculate over a range of , calculated as described in Section III-C, and , which produces the surface shown in Fig. 7 for a 1st order -modulator. The figure shows that there is a strong connection between the NSC-performance, i.e. , and the power amplifier efficiency. It also shows that the effects of clipping on is decreasingly significant as . From (37) it also becomes quite clear that for the special case presented in (9) where , we get that , from which it follows that we from (23) get
. These results will then yield the estimate , which corresponds to the peak efficiency of an ideal class B amplifier, as expected according to the idealized assumption.
(37) Fig. 7 . Calculated class B drain efficiency as a function of fractional compensation bandwidth, BW =f , and clipping probability, K, using the expression stated in (37) . Here with PAPR = 6:8 dB, i.e. 0:2, and a 1st order 61-modulator.
E. Model-Based Analysis of the Clipping Distortion
It is important to note that when increasing the probability of clipping the signal, distortion and spectral regrowth will occur. Thus, predicting the in-band Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) degradation by modeling of the clipping distortion becomes crucial. This is needed in order to determine a suitable value for which provides the best possible efficiency-distortion trade-off as possible, while operating within the spectral requirements of the system.
Assuming that the clipping distortion has a white spectrum, we can use a very simple approximation in order to estimate the resulting SNR as shown here. The spectrum of the clipped signal will be approximated using a linear additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) model (38) where with spectrum . In order to determine , we need to know the power contained in the clipped samples. The variance of a truncated Gaussian signal is derived in [36] and yields (39) where is the PDF and the CDF of the standard normal distribution, , with parameter . The in-band SNR estimate, , is then calculated as (40) where is the spectrum of . Here, the numerator can be quickly recognized as the variance of , , and since only the parts of contained within are of interest, the denominator reduces to (41) due to the whiteness of . Finally, assembling the above yields the SNR estimate as (42) The validity of this estimate is examined by simulations, comparing the estimate with actual clipped signal records, in the next section.
IV. SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Prerequisites 1) The Measurement Setup:
In order to experimentally validate the proposed system, the equivalent complex baseband model was implemented in MATLAB. Measurements were then performed using the class PA published in [24] . This PA has a peak power added efficiency (PAE) of 78% at 3.5 GHz. A block diagram of the measurement setup used to perform the experiments is shown in Fig. 8 . A Tektronix Arbitrary Waveform-Generator (AWG7102), which is running at 10 GSa/s with 10 bit resolution, was used to create the modulated RF-carrier. A low-pass filter with a cutoff-frequency of 6 GHz was connected in between the AWG and the driver in order to filter out any spurious components from the AWG. An Agilent Infiniium 54854 real-time oscilloscope (RTO) was used to measure both the input and output signals to and from the PA.
Further on, due to the bandwidth limitation imposed by the driver, the power amplifier and the RTO, which has a cutoff frequency of 4 GHz, the bandwidth of the composite signal was limited using an ideal low-pass filter in MATLAB. The RTO was operated at a sampling rate of 20 GSa/s, with 8 bit resolution.
The drain efficiency, , were then calculated using the total measured output power, including the quantization noise power. The efficiency measurements can therefore give insight into the Fig. 9 . Simulated output spectrum of the optimized 61-modulator and a regular 1st order low-pass 61-modulator.
intrinsic efficiency of the PA without having to solve the complex issue of integrating the output reconstruction filter with the PAs [16] . It should be noted that due to the highly idealized assumptions made for the class B model in Section III and the, in comparison, narrowband characteristics of the actual PA, accurate estimations of absolute figures can not be done by means of the model developed. However, the model can be used in order to qualitatively illustrate the efficiency trends occurring as a function of the fractional compensation bandwith and the clipping probability.
2) The -Modulator: The -modulator used in the experiment is optimized using the algorithm described in [32] . The optimization filter bandwidth were set to with a signal bandwidth of . The resulting 1st order loop-filters, and , used here are shown below.
B. SNR Simulations
The first experiment investigates the relationship between the clipping probability and the inband signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). For this purpose, the AWGN-model derived in Section III-E is used. Fig. 10(a) shows the PSD for one of the simulations in which . The numerical simulations indicate 58.9 dBc, while the AWGN approximation gives an of 58.4 dBc. For an interval of between 0.05% and 5%, Fig. 10(b) illustrates the accuracy of the AWGN-model over values of . This tells us that the clipping artifact is, approximately, white.
Further on, by using the expression stated in (37) , combined with the AWGN-model, we can now easily find the maximum value of which, given a specific spectral mask and SNR requirements, will maximize .
C. Filter Delay Compensation Mismatch
The combination of the compensation signal,
, and the -modulated signal, , as showm in Fig. 3 , is critical to the overall performance in the same manner as the recombination of amplitude and phase in any polar transmitter architecture, [37] , [38] . We therefore need to study the effect on delay compensation mismatch. This is done in the following manner. The signals and are upsampled, after which is delayed before recombination with . The resulting signal, is thereafter downsampled back to the original sample-rate and filtered using an ideal lowpass filter with bandwidth . Fig. 11 shows the simulated results for three different fractional compensation bandwidths, , 25 and 35%. As shown, the sensitivity toward delay mismatch is increased as the fractional compensation bandwidth increases.
D. Measurements 1) Efficiency vs. Fractional Compensation Bandwidth:
In order to validate the connection between the fractional compensation bandwidth, , and the PA drain efficiency, , measurements were made on a 1C W-CDMA signal with 6.8 dB PAPR, [39] , encoded using the -modulator described in Section IV-A-2 with sample-rates , 80 and 100 MHz. The compensation bandwidths used here ranges between 10-50%. The measured drain efficiency for the different cases is presented in Fig. 12 as a function of . In all of these cases, a modest clipping probability of was used. The results from the ideal class B model are presented in the same figure. The computations of were made using values of numerically estimated from the signal record. It should be noticed that although the model shows a similar trend of as a function of the relative compensation bandwidth, , quite large deviations can be observed. This is likely due to the highly idealized nature of the class B model, which assumes infinite bandwidth. Thus, for the cases of extremely wideband signals as presented here, a large model-error is to be expected. In order to design a model suitable for prediction, these effects must be incorporated. Some efforts toward such a model has been done in for example [40] .
The relation between the fractional compensation bandwidth, clipping probability and drain efficiency, can however be as- serted since very similar trends can be observed in both measured and simulated data. The ideal class B model can therefore be considered as a good analysis tool which points out the connection between for example NSC and efficiency.
One example of the measured input and output spectrum is presented in both Figs. 13(a) and 13(b) for the case of and . The measured SNR of the input signal is however limited due to the 8-bit resolution of the RTO. An SNR of approximately 34.4 dBc is measured at the PA output in this particular case. This is likely due to the fact that the signal is no longer of a binary envelope nature, but has a certain amplitude variation. This, in combination with the amplifier nonlinearities, causes nonlinear distortion on the output signal. For inreasingly large pulse-rates, one might also need to consider the occurence of inter-symbol interference (ISI), as discussed in [41] for the case of bandpass -modulation. 2) Efficiency vs. Clipping Probability: In order to examine the impact of the clipping procedure on the PA drain efficiency, further measurements were done. Here, one realization of bandlimited complex Gaussian noise with a bandwidth of 2.5 MHz and a PAPR of 9.0 dB was used. The -modulation was applied with a pulse-rate of . And, in order to circumvent the need for a working pre-distorter and to better illustrate the impact of clipping, the peak utilized output power was decreased to slightly below the PAs P-1 dB point, at which the efficiency was measured to 61%. Measurements performed using the original signal then shows a drain efficiency of 20%, which approximately corresponds to the efficiency achieved 9 dB below the maximum output power point used in this experiment.
Measurements were then performed for a wide selection of and , both for the case of a regular 1st order lowpass -modulator as well as for the optimized modulator. Fig. 14(c) shows evaluations of the analytical model in (37) for the same range of and . Here, we can note a proportionality between the measured and analytically calculated power efficiency. Thus, due to the accuracy of the AWGN-model presented in Section III-E, we now have a set of models which can be used in order to select the system parameters to maximize the power efficiency for any given reconstruction filter bandwidth and SNR requirement. Further on, as shown in Figs. 14(a) and 14(b) , an overall increase of drain efficiency in the range of 5-6% is observed for all measured combinations of and due to the optimized NSC. This illustrates the relation between the -modulator NTF and , while further stress the use of optimized NSC for improved power efficiency performance.
V. GENERALIZATION OF THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
The methodology developed and analyzed in Sections II, III can be generalized and used in combination with a wide range of pulsed RF transmitter architectures. For the purpose of illustration, modifications of the developed theory for two cases of pulsed transmitters are discussed here.
A. Multi-Level Carrier Bursting Transmitters
For multi-stage power amplifier topologies with several high efficiency areas, such as for example the Doherty amplifier [17] , [42] , a topology using a -modulator with a -step quantizer can be used. Such -level topology generates a signal , which envelope PDF is a Rician mixture of components, described in the same manner as (25) with (45) where (46) are the quantizer states of the -modulator and (47) where is the normalized variance of the compensation signal . The normalization constant is calculated by modifying (23) as (48) One advantage of such multi-level architecture over the binary case is that following classical -modulation theory [34] and the results given in (28) , for a given is reduced by increasing due to the reduction of the total quantization noise power . Assuming that 1 represents the maximum output power and that the -step quantizer is uniform with , we can rescale in (29) as (49) for all integer .
B. Cartesian Architectures
Cartesian pulsed RF transmitter architectures, as described in [40] , [43] , are constructed by applying binary -modulation to and separately before recombining and up-converting to RF. The method for applying bandpass quantization noise cancellation has been previously described in [44, Fig. 3.11 , p. 23, eq. (3.14)], but without any detailed analysis of the signal PDF.
Due to the constant envelope of the quantized signal, , which comes from the use of a symmetric quantizer on the orthogonal quadrature components, the resulting signal PDF of is a simple unimodal Rice distribution, (50) where the normalization factor is calculated as (51) In this scenario, the quantization noise cancellation capability is limited for high PAPR signals due to the quantization points placement around the unit circle. Thus, as PAPR increases, will grow more rapidly than in the carrier bursting case, since this includes a "off"-state.
From (29) it also stands clear that the quantization noise power, , is increased, since , which gives (52) for all integer .
C. Simulations
In order to illustrate the generalizations of the proposed concept described in the two previous sections, modifications of the equivalent complex baseband model described in Section II were done. Fig. 15 shows the resulting PDFs for both the Cartesian and the 2-and 3-level carrier bursting transmitters.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A method for suppressing the passband quantization distortion in pulsed transmitter architectures has been suggested. The method enables the use of more wideband RF filters for signal reconstruction, with less insertion loss which decreases the power dissipated within the filter. The suppression is performed by superimposing a controlled amplitude component on to the pulses.
An equivalent complex baseband model has been analyzed and analytical expressions governing the suppression mechanism has been derived and studied. The impact on the power efficiency of the system parameters, the cancellation signal variance and the clipping probability, has been studied by means of a theoretical model based on the signal envelope statistics and an ideal class B amplifier. The cancellation signal variance has been shown to mainly depend on the NSC settings of the -modulator and the ratio of compensation bandwidth to pulse-rate, . The second parameter is set by the hard limiter using an AWGN-based SNR-prediction model. Using the analysis the optimum trade-off between these parameters can be obtained. This provides a certain flexibility which makes the system suitable for multi-standard communication systems.
Numerical computations and measurements were performed using both a 1 carrier W-CDMA signal with 6.8 dB PAPR as well as bandlimited complex Gaussian noise with 9.0 dB PAPR. The measurements were done using a high efficiency inverse class F PA working at 3.5 GHz and shows good potential for high efficiency, high bandwidth operation without the need of exceedingly high pulse rates, while still providing a good noise free dynamic range over a fairly large bandwidth. In turn, this relaxes the demands on the relative bandwidth of the reconstruction filter with decreased filter losses and improved efficiency as a result. Finally, generalizations of the proposed architecture toward a larger class of pulsed RF transmitters are discussed by means of two different examples. 
